
Sutton YOT Duty Procedure 
 
Duty Service is provided by the YOT between the hours of 9.00 am and 5.00 pm.  The shifts are split into 9am-1pm for the AM shift 
and 1pm-5pm for the PM shift. 
 
The Emergency Duty Team provides a duty service outside of these hours and are contactable on 020 8770 5000. 
 

Being on Duty requires the Duty Worker to remain in the office for the duration of their shift. Lunch breaks should be taken outside 

of duty hours. 

 

Appointments can be made with young people during duty hours however these must take place within the office. All other 
meetings should not be arranged during duty hours, unless cover has been arranged. 

 

Duty swaps and cover need to be arranged by staff – an email should be sent to the Admin team and Managers when swaps have 

been made – before the day of duty where possible. 
 
If a duty home visit is required or duty appointment is to take place (other than a duty sign in) the duty worker should discuss this 
with a manager so cover can be arranged. 
 
If one of the workers is ill on the day they are duty, the Duty Manager is to consult with other team members to ascertain availability 
and delegate the duty to another member/s of the team.  
 
Tools 

 

 Duty reporting sheets – This is used to record standard information to pass on to supervising officers and can be found on the 
shared drive 

 Appointment slips – also on the shared drive 

 A contact should be made on CareDirector by the duty worker when they have seen a YP on duty. 
 



The duty worker’s role is: 
 

 To see all young people either booked into duty or unplanned visits to the office 

 To respond to court and general enquiries.  Any queries that duty are unable to deal with or needs advice on should be 
referred to the Duty Manager for that day. 

 In consultation with Duty Manager to follow up general tasks for absent colleagues. 

 To undertake work tasks assigned by the Duty Manager 

 To act as back up for admin (if and when required) 
 
Tasks 
 

 Record attendance of young people who report to duty on CareDirector and scan and attach the duty form (if used). In 
addition, get them to sign an appointment slip (to verify that they have received their next appointment) and hand a copy to the 
Case Manager. 

 

 If a young person fails to report make a phone call to them to try and ascertain the reason for their non attendance.  Also email 
the Case Manager and inform them accordingly.  In addition, update CareDirector.  If the worker is absent from the office 
for a day or number of days, send out the relevant warning letter.  If you are unsure which warning letter to send out, 
refer to the Duty Manager.  Record action taken on CareDirector. 

 
 
Other Duty Matters/Safeguarding 
 
Any safeguarding/child protection concerns identified by the YOT must be raised with MASH.  Initially a check on Frameworki for 
the YP should be made and following discussion with a manager a referral should be made and YP/family advised of this (if it is in 
the child’s interest to do so e.g. the parent/s may be the perpetrator/s).  Workers should be clear about the reasons why they have 
concerns and this needs to be evidence based.   
 
Workers also need to be clear about: 



 Their role and responsibility in relation to promoting the welfare of children (see s11 of the Children Act 2004 Guidance 
(2005).  All workers have a duty to promote the welfare of children and young people within the local authority.   

 The protocols and procedures to be followed, including the way in which information will be shared across professional 
boundaries and within agencies and how information will be recorded, be clear about which agencies have lead 
responsibility and everyone’s roles, including how the children and family members will be involved in it. 
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